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               “At last we get to see each other 

in the studio. As the world around us 

adapts to this latest change, we’re so 

excited about what it’s going to bring 

to us and our work. 

This is the long awaited next step in 

our evolution as a studio and it’s up 

to all of us to be active participants 

in defining what the future holds for 

us and Studio Munge.”

Evolution
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What does EVOLUTION mean to you?

FLUIDITY  
“Fluidity, a quality of being smooth and continuous during

a constant process of elegant change.” 
- Robbane Govender

RELEASE
“Release, as in releasing yourself from negativity or things 

that are not allowing you to be your best self so you can evolve.” 
- Sarah Paschinski

PROGRESS
“I like the word Progress, I think society focuses on all the negatives too much, and to 

be honest, things have never been better. We’re making progress.” 
- Paul Henderson
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Diego Mazariegos, FF&E Designer

An bright and talented designer raised in 
Guatemala City, Diego recently returned to 
his native Canada after spending his childhood 
and teenage years in Central America. Bringing 
technical expertise and fashion sensibilities to 
Studio Munge, the FF&E specialist thrives in 
creating experiential spaces connecting people 
to familiar and new sensations.

“I always aim to transport people. I want to create 

objects and spaces that emanate a Sense of Wonder 

– experiences that revive imagination and can take 

adults back to simpler times.”

Passionate about psychology, architecture 
and history, Diego is a worldly traveller that 

fondly remembers Prague and Granada as 
poetic cities infused with a deep sense of 
place and a mystic. A volcano explorer, Diego 
is also an experienced volleyball player and 
keen videographer who expresses his multiple 
talents with confidence and creativity.

Bringing forth innovation and his 
multidisciplinary skillset, Diego’s passion for 
the craft and attention to detail is evident in 
all his work, including the 30,000 sq ft Marx 
Residence in New York’s very exclusive 
Nassau County.

          “I always aim to 

transport people. I want to 

create objects and spaces 

that emanate a Sense of 

Wonder – experiences 

that revive imagination 

and can take adults back 

to simpler times.”
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Sonny Obispo, Controller

Bringing twenty years of experience to 
Studio Munge after working with industry 
leaders such as Bruce Mau, Diamond Schmitt 
Architects and Gensler, Sonny is an astute 
finance controller that brings structure and 
minimalist philosophies to his environment. 
Disciplined yet loving, kind and fun, Sonny is 
also a classically trained pianist and bandmate 
who references Franz Liszt and the Dalai 
Lama as great inspirations on his journey to 
enlightenment.

“Accounting is about connecting the dots, 

providing resources and the tools necessary to 

support operations and business development. 

In doing so, there is nothing that inspires me 

more than connecting with people. Whether it be 

internally or externally with clients and vendors, I 

thrive in the collaboration process.”

A world-explorer who recently donated his 
extensive collection of National Geographics 
to a school in the Philippines, Sonny 
recommends exploring caves and flying 
over Cappadocia in a hot air balloon as a 
most memorable experience. While Sonny 
mentions the Islands of Hawaii as another 
highlight, his favourite destination remains 
Canada’s Cottage Country, where he spends 
time with family and friends boating, fishing 
and practising music. Blessed with a green 
thumb, our multitalented controller also grows 
bok choy, eggplant, beans, and tomatoes. 

As we welcome Sonny to Studio Munge, we 
look forward to seeing his expertise help us 
mature as the garden he tends. 

          “Accounting is about 

connecting the dots, providing 

resources and the tools necessary 

to support operations and business 

development. In doing so, there 

is nothing that inspires me more 

than connecting with people.”
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Miss Zimmerman

               Congratulations Carly! What 

an extraordinary new adventure on 

your Life Journey. We are by your 

side every step of the way and cannot 

wait to meet Miss Zimmerman!
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New Project - CURIO Collection by Hilton at 92 Peter

Local Context, David Pecaut Square and Roy Thomson Hall
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New Project - Bisha St Martin

Local Context, Saint Martin Island part of Leeward Islands in the Caribbean Sea.
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Bird’s-eye view.

Indian Rd Residence, Toronto, CA
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Front facade & Sense of Arrival. Next Page: Facade ft Reflecting Pools.
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Bird’s-eye view and Infinity Pool view towards ravine. Next Page: Cantilever Architectural Detail and Terrace View.
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Rear Facade Elevation ft Terraces, Infinity Pool and Outdoor Fireplace.
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Russell Hill Residence, Forest Hill, Toronto, Canada

Front facade & Sense of Arrival.

Clockwise: Arrival ft Custom designed doors 
and canopy; Side architectural feature; Entry 
Elevation.

EXPLORE IN LIBRI

https://libri.studiomunge.com/journals/russell-hill-residence/
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Side Facade featuring Main House and Pavilion.
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Side Facade architectural details.
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Marx Residence, Nassau County, NY, USA

EXPLORE IN LIBRI

https://libri.studiomunge.com/journals/marx-residence/
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Edgehill Residence, Toronto, CA

EXPLORE IN LIBRI

https://libri.studiomunge.com/journals/edgehill-residence/
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Photoshop Masterclass

EMAIL NOEMIE

mailto:mailto:noemie%40studiomunge.com?subject=Photoshop%20Masterclass
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Pendry Tampa, Tampa, FL, USA

EXPLORE IN LIBRI

https://libri.studiomunge.com/journals/pendry-tampa/
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Royal Garden at Diaoyutai, Qingdao, China

EXPLORE IN LIBRI

https://libri.studiomunge.com/journals/royal-garden-at-diaoyutai-qingdao/
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DRIFT at Muir, Halifax, CA

Concept rendering ft Spalla Bar Stool

Ceiling installation Progress



26READ IN VITA

https://www.studiomunge.com/press/halifaxs-muir-hotel-is-more-than-just-something-new-on-the-harbour/
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Fholio Update

Library update ft new products ready for specification
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China Sourcing

EXPLORE IN LIBRI

https://libri.studiomunge.com/journals/china-sourcing/
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KYUR Identity

FOLLOW ON INSTA

www.kyur.ca

https://www.instagram.com/kyur.ca/
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Park Hyatt Content Production

Behind the scenes art installation documentation
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Press Highlight & Awards Celebrations

EXPLORE IN VITA

https://www.studiomunge.com/vita-blog/
https://www.studiomunge.com/vita-blog/
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Social Committee

                     Join us today, tomorrow, anytime. 

Contribute your creativity and enthusiasm 

to help us reimagine our social and cultural 

calendar. Together let’s curate the year with 

memorable events making our design collective 

a connected community! 
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“EVOLUTION is INEVITABLE. 

It is deeply ingrained in our studio’s DNA 

so let’s keep embracing change as a beautiful 

moment of transformation, an endless 

opportunity for growth. 

Let’s keep expanding our horizons and 

challenge each other to be more proactive 

and collaborative. Let’s be more creative, 

innovative, and relevant.  

 

Remember that each and everyone of you 

must be an active participant in the future 

of our studio. You can change our future by 

contributing your expertise, your artistry 

and good spirit.

 

Let’s DESIGN our EVOLUTION and 

let’s HAVE FUN doing it!”




